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Against Women's Suffrage

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Were our State a pure democracy, there would yet be excluded from
their deliberations, women, who, to prevent depravation of morals
and ambiguity of issue, could not mix promiscuously in the public
meetings of men.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thomas Jefferson

Women's suffrage means that women vote in general elections
together with men. I will argue here that this undermines democracy
and is disastrous for society. I would go so far as to say that women's
suffrage is probably the greatest disaster in all of human history since
it destroyed the most successful culture in human history.

First I want to replace the phrase "right to vote" with "power to vote".
A right is something that you are permitted to do, as in the right to
speak or the right to practice religion. A right is not a government
granted authority over others, that is a power. Technically, the right
to vote just means being permitted to vote. But voting itself is
meaningless unless that vote is counted by the government, and the
result of the vote is implemented by force by the government. So
what really matters isn't the right to vote, but rather the power to
have your vote counted and to have the decisions of the majority of
the voters implemented by the government.

The central idea of democracy is that the government is selected by
the governed. So indirectly, the governed exercise power over
themselves collectively. It was the violation of this concept that upset
the American colonies and led to the American Revolution. The British
House of Commons was democratically elected, but only by residents
of Britain. The Americans were upset because they were governed by
a government elected by others. Similarly, imagine a campaign to
have Mexican and Canadian citizens win the "right" to vote in
American elections. We recognize this as absurd because the
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American government doesn't govern these people, so these people
have no business voting in American elections.

Now let's consider the question of whether children should vote. The
first question is whether children are primarily governed by the
government. I argue that no, in fact children are primarily governed
by their parents, and therefore they have no business voting since
they cannot really be counted among those governed by the
government. One could argue back that children are in fact subject to
government law and are punished for violating that law. I respond
that the same applies to a Canadian citizen who visits America as a
tourist, but this isn't enough to give the Canadian tourist the right to
vote because the Canadian spends most of his life in Canada and is
mostly governed by Canadian law. The same applies to children who
are basically just tourists in the adult world, to the extent that they
enter it. The primary government of children is their parents, so
children have no business voting in government elections.

But there is another, more obvious issue with children which is
whether they are qualified to vote. In the case of teenagers, it is hard
to argue that they lack the needed intelligence. Rather, we recognize
that teenagers think differently from adults and that their thinking
patterns make them unqualified to make wise voting choices. So this
is a second reason that children shouldn't vote.

Now I will argue that these same arguments for why children
shouldn't vote also apply to women. First, let us consider how women
are governed. One way that one can judge the extent of the
government's impact on people is to look at who is punished for
violating government law. In America, the incarceration rate for men
is 15 times that of women. Why is this? Are women really 15 times as
good as men are? I don't think so. I believe that there are several
explanations, but the main one is that government law is primarily
designed to govern men and to prohibit certain typical male
behaviors. Typical bad female behavior is rarely if ever regulated by
the government. So what governs women? My answer is primarily
peer pressure and cultural norms. Women are more social than men
are, and are more sensitive to social pressure. Social pressure is not
enough to make men behave, men must face the threat of
punishment to control their behavior. But for women, social shaming
is enough to regulate most behavior. And in fact the idea of sending
women to prison inherently feels odd to most people for this reason.
If anyone disagrees with what I am saying here, I would like to hear
their explanation for why the incarceration rate for women is so low.
If I am correct and women are primarily governed by social norms,
not by government law, then women have no business voting for the
reasons I gave above for children.

Now let's consider the other issue, which is whether women are
qualified to vote. As I pointed out regarding teens, the issue here
isn't intelligence. The issue is whether the mental framework of a
teen or a woman is well suited for making wise voting choices. If we
look at how primitive people of the past organized themselves in
tribes, or how chimpanzees organize themselves today, we see that
the tribe is always governed by a group of men/males. And because
men were in this position, men evolved to have the right instincts for
governing. In particular, men have a strong sense of fairness, of
loyalty to a group, and an instinct to protect everyone, including
women and children, in the group. Women have none of these
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instincts. Women developed instincts suited to their role in primitive
tribes, which was primarily focused on the family and on personal
connections. Women excel in these areas, none of which have
anything to do with good governance. The extreme difference
between men and women is obvious to anyone who hasn't been
brainwashed by feminism. Consider how a man reacts to a woman
crying out in distress compared to how a woman would react to a
man crying out in distress. Men instinctually protect women in their
tribe, but women only instinctually protect children and people they
are connected to. And because of these differences, men are qualified
to vote but women are not.

What actually happens when women are given the vote? Since
women do not have any sound tribal instincts, they instead vote
based on their selfish desires and their instincts for personal
connections. In particular, when a woman votes for a man, she is
giving him her approval. And the basic instincts wired into women
regarding giving men approval are sexual. So in effect, women will
vote for men who they would date. Of course women will never admit
this, but this is what is happening subconsciously. A man like
Abraham Lincoln, who isn't the type who naturally appeals to women,
could never have been elected after women's suffrage. Now, to be
elected, a man has to be handsome and smooth talking. Women
naturally seek men who can provide for them, and through this
instinct, women vote for a government that can provide for them. So
women vote for big government. To the extent that women support
particular laws, these are always laws that benefit women at the
expense of men. Women have never supported any law to address
some injustice against men, child custody imbalance for example.
And women have never supported any law primarily designed to
regulate women's behavior. Giving women the vote simply allows
women to govern men, and this is a violation of the concept of
democracy. It is disastrous for society because women are
unqualified to vote and will vote for big government and for anything
that benefits women at men's expense. Women will never vote for
something based on fairness or for something to regulate their own
behavior.

So does this mean that I am against rights for women? Not at all.
First of all, voting is a power, not a right. I have no problem with
equal rights. And second, I don't even have a problem with women
voting as long as women are not given political power over men. In a
system of universal suffrage where men and women vote together,
the result is inequality where women vote to oppress men. Some
men, particular the most corrupt and immoral men, actively support
women in this oppression. To have true equality, the sexes must be
separated. Let men govern men and women govern women, so that
neither can oppress the other. It is my view that women would soon
become totally bored with governing themselves since women have
no desire to regulate themselves, and they would just as well not be
bothered with all this and just let men govern them. But this should
be women's choice. Let women decide if they want to be governed by
women or by men. Men should not impose their will on women, but if
women choose to submit to the will of men, then there is nothing
wrong with this.

What about the successful queens in history? These women became
queens in royal courts full of intrigue. And as I said, women excel at
personal relations, so women are well designed to succeed in a royal
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court. I am particularly thinking about the royal court of England
during its rise. But these queens were no feminists. They rose to
power with the support of men and their authority depended on these
men. And they relied on men as advisers for making policy. This
worked because women as a whole could not impose their will on
men and because these queens could not remain in power without
the support of men. To put this in perspective, it is worth quoting
Queen Victoria's view of feminism:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I am most anxious to enlist everyone who can speak or write to join
in checking this mad, wicked folly of "Women's Rights," with all its
attendent horrors, on which her poor feeble sex is bent, forgetting
every sense of womanly feelings and propriety. Feminists ought to
get a good whipping. Were woman to "unsex" themselves by claiming
equality with men, they would become the most hateful, heathen and
disgusting of beings and would surely perish without male protection.
I love peace and quiet, I hate politics and turmoil. We women are not
made for governing, and if we are good women, we must dislike
these masculine occupations.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Queen Victoria, 1870

Another point worth making is that political power is not the most
important power. The single most important power for shaping the
future of a society is the power to raise children. In fact I couldn't
care less whether I personally have the vote or not, but I absolutely
care about being able to influence my children. Unlike most men, I
was able to work from home and homeschool my kids, and I believe
this will have more impact on the future than anything I could have
done in politics. Women who value politics over their children are just
following bad modern social norms.

We can see the practical result of the issues here by looking at
religions today. All of those religions that have successfully managed
to remain moral and not conform to the immoral modern world are
religions that have not given women authority over men. Examples
include the Amish and Orthodox Judaism. There isn't a single religion
with a low divorce rate that has given women authority over men.

My conclusion is simple, no society or religion can survive women's
suffrage. Any society that has degenerated to the point that it has
enacted women's suffrage is doomed. Don't waste your time trying to
save such a society or religion.
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 scratcho
Hip Forums Supporter

 Prepare for DOOM!! You have more balls than a
pool table, man.
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Location: Springfield ,Ore.
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Master of Funk and Evil

 

 
Join Date: May 2010

Location: Pit of Ultimate Darkness
Posts: 3,074

Verbous troll is verbous.
__________________

"Now we're cooking with Evil gas!"
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FranklinS
Guest
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Verbous? What language is "verbous"?

Testing free speech. Testing, testing, 1, 2, 3.
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Join Date: Sep 2007
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I remember when watching Spielbergs Lincoln
and how Mary Todd was written into that,
thinking what a load of garbage, she was made
out to be this crazed nutter who couldnt cop with
anything.

The writer and Speiberg most likely assuming,
well they couldnt even vote back then so they
were all oppressed

She was the presidents wife, as if she wasnt in
his ear all the time.

And Thaddeus Steven, Tommy Lee's character,
champion of the slavery rights, then seen at the
end of the movie getting some nookie from a
black chic, mmm hmm, thats the real reason.

Fast Foward to the Clintons, do you really think
that numb nut was running things at the time,
Hilary wasnt in his ear, him checking with her on
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the big policy changes all the time. Same with
Nancy Reagan.

You think a couple hundred years ago, because
they didnt have the right to vote, that somehow
their husbands were more immune to nagging,
werent put in the doghouse, made to sleep on
the couch, withhold nookie till they get what they
want? That a lot of those policies didnt really
come from nagging wives

Just cos you quote Queen Victoria in that manner
in a public vesion (i.e when men are listening)
doesnt mean she doesnt have ulterior motives,
not wanting women in cabinet at the time, cos
men are easy, just talk about pride or honour
being broken and they'll go cro-mag and beat
each other over the head, or happily go beat a
whole bunch of french guys over the head. As
opposed to having a bunch of calculating,
vindictive bitches around her that are just going
to give her a headache as she tries to keep a few
steps ahead of them.

Its only that public version of history that
remains, and you perception of it and what you
want to be true.

The power of the vote incidental to the power of
nagging, Oh dear god alright! woman, I'll do what
you want, just stop talking! The nose is meant to
smell with, not talk through  
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 Manservant Hecubus
Master of Funk and Evil

 

 
Join Date: May 2010

Location: Pit of Ultimate Darkness
Posts: 3,074

Quote:

Originally Posted by FranklinS 
Verbous? What language is "verbous"?

Testing free speech. Testing, testing, 1,
2, 3.

My Canadian spell checker adds random u's to
everything.

And way to not understand the concept of free
speech. It means I get to speak my truths too
and you are a troll with verbal diarrhea.
__________________
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"Now we're cooking with Evil gas!"
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daisymae
I'm a Rhinestone Cowboy

 

 
Join Date: May 2004
Location: CANADA

Posts: 16,997

I agree with the op. Women are such children,
they wouldn't even know how to do the laundry if
men didn't show them how to use the big, scary,
washing machine.

Now, I have to go get back in the kitchen before
my husband finds out that I have learned to read
and write.
__________________
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LetLovinTakeHold
Cuz it will if you let it

 
Join Date: Jul 2006

Location: Where the grass is blue
and the bourbon flows

Age: 27
Posts: 7,173

Why the fuck don't I have a sammich right now?!

Fuckin A
__________________

“Never turn your back on fear. It should always
be infront of you, like something that might have

to be killed."
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